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Lets Build Your Brands'
Digital Platform, Together.
A collaborative approach to digital asset
creation where agency & brand work
hand-in-hand.

SoSEO



Cost of The Service

Challanges MSME Face
When they want to use digital platforms for marketing.

Lack of Knowledge
Hiring an average digital agency costs
somewhere between 30k to 300k a month.

If business owner wants to do it
themselves, they do not posses  desired
skills.



We will provide you the social posts, blogs, mails etc

GetX Solution: SoSEO
We are solving MSME's big problems by dividing the
activities between the agency & the business owners.

Creating great content is the key to success in digital marketing; we take up this job as
it requres skill

We will train you to post / boost / run ads on social sites
Posting on social sites, boosting content or running ads are the skills that can be taught.
We will train you these skills so that you can work on your own brand



GetX Role

SoSEO
SoSEO works with shared resource concept; Here, GetX
plays one role & clients play the other.

(Content Creator)
Creating content for digital

marketing is the key thing in the
entire digital journey. GetX plays this

role for clients as we have a set of
highly skilled professionals for this

job

Clients' Role
(Content Communicator)
The second important part of the

digital journey is spreading the
content around the world to grab

the eye-ball of our target audience.
We train our clients to play this role

as it is a mechanical process



Experts draw the work

More About SoSEO
GetX takes care of the content, designing, strategy & client
will be trained to post the content on digital platforms.

The posts are designed by professionalally
trained experts from Pearl, NDA etc. The
objective is to produce faboulous art to grab
audiance eye balls.

SME panel in place Content by IIM grads
The content is reviwed by te Subject
Matter Experts (SMEs) to verify its
credibility, authenticity & compliance
with regulatortary authorities.

Social media strategy is drawn by
professionals from IIM. The content is
curated by them to provide you deep
sence of profesionalism.



Social Media Platforms

Platforms SoSEO Covers
SoSEO covers major digital platforms for businesses

Search Engine Opti. e-Mail Marketing



35k / month20k / month

Price & Other Details
The objective is to provide value-for-money digital solution.

You will be provided with below things:

10 Professionally designed posts

4 Professional blogs

3 e-Mail templets with writeup

Social media managment for the first month

Weekly training to manage your own business

social media accounts

You will be provided with below things:
Everything that you get in basic pack

Social media managment of your business

Organic boosting of the account

Running ads as & when requred*

Basic SEO of the brand

e-Mail marketing of the brand

(Plus GST)(Plus GST)



Q. 1 Why you will train us to post the content on digital sites?

FAQ

Ans. As per one study, a brand should post around 2 - posts every week to keep its audience engaged. To meet our objective & affordability -
we offer limited content. However, we can increase the numbers on additional charges. Charges will depend on the type & size of the
content asked.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Q. 2 Why GetX is providing us the content & training us to handle the digital platforms?
Ans. Content creation is an expert's job. It requires professional writers, graphic designers, strategists to draw good content. We at GetX
have a team of such people which is an expensive reoccurring expense which is hard for micro & small businesses to manage. This is the
reason we are taking up this job & training you to handle mechanical things which are easy to learn & execute.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Q. 3 Why are you providing only limited posts & blogs?

Ans. One of the core objectives of this product is to set the right expectation and control the cost. With you onboard in this journey, you will
witness what exactly is happening with your brand and this also helps to keep cost affordable.



THANK YOU!

Headquarter
GetX Labs
303, Western Edge 1,  
Borivali  East,  Mumbai,
India - 400066
info@thegetx.com
91-9540 322 458
91 022 4597 2326
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